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VISTA

Cracks remain supportive – CAPEX plans present hefty burden
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MS and HSFO cracks improve despite underlying Arab Light prices ticking higher
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During the last month a number of refineries have conducted analysts briefings, where
managements laid out planned Catalytic Converter (CCR or FCC in case of BYCO) diesel
hydro de-sulphurising (DHDS) investments with hefty price tags (US$234-500mn, avg. of
US$359mn) which seem difficult for the sector to undertake on internal cash flows alone.
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Global crude prices had moved lower on expected US political deadlock and resulting
negativity on growth, reversing significantly following indications from Russia of OPEC+
maintaining its production ceiling into CY21, with KSA affirming its stance on deeper cuts,
while supportive crude draws from the US lent support to crude prices
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HSD Cracks stabilizing
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HSFO cracks witnessed a major upswing, ~79% over 29th Sept-13th Oct to US$-0.7/bbl
(vs. 4MFY21/CY20TD avg of US$-5.0/-7.1/bbl), where bunker fuel demand has remained
unexpectedly buoyant (despite IMO-2020 implementation), where ship-owners have
favored the installation of scrubbers to utilize high Sulphur FO as opposed to using (more
expensive) low Sulphur fuel alternatives.
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POL product cracks retained strength in the second half of Oct’20, despite underlying
crude benchmarks inching higher (14th-27th Oct’20 Arab Light average at US$40.1/bbl up
~1% over previous 14 days) indicative of stabilizing global economic conditions, taking
HSD/MS crack to Arab Light to average US$+2.25/+3.9/bbl, well above 4MFY21 averages
(US$+1.7/+1.8/bbl) and noticeably lower for HSD YoY (US$+11.5/+3.4/bbl avg. during
4MFY20)
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Crude pressured by COVID, politics and growth concerns: Crude markets are likely to closely
track COVID-19 pandemic data from EU and other advanced economies as they undergo lockdowns of varying intensity extending up to Dec’20. Overall, Global crude prices had moved lower on expected US political deadlock and resulting negativity on growth, reversing significantly
following indications from Russia of OPEC+ maintaining its production ceiling into CY21, with
KSA affirming its stance on deeper cuts, while supportive crude draws from the US lent support
to crude prices. POL product cracks retained strength in the second half of Oct’20, despite underlying crude benchmarks inching higher (14th-27th Oct’20 Arab Light average at US$40.1/bbl
up ~1% over previous 14 days) indicative of stabilizing global economic conditions, taking HSD/
MS crack to Arab Light to average US$+2.25/+3.9/bbl, well above 4MFY21 averages (US$+1.7/
+1.8/bbl) and noticeably lower for HSD YoY (US$+11.5/+3.4/bbl avg. during 4MFY20). HSFO
cracks witnessed a major upswing, ~79% over 29th Sept-13th Oct to US$-0.7/bbl (vs. 4MFY21/
CY20TD avg of US$-5.0/-7.1/bbl), where bunker fuel demand has remained unexpectedly buoyant (despite IMO-2020 implementation), where ship-owners have favored the installation of
scrubbers to utilize high Sulphur FO as opposed to using (more expensive) low Sulphur fuel alternatives.
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Sector briefings update: During the last month a number of refineries have conducted analysts
briefings, where managements laid out planned Catalytic Converter (CCR or FCC in case of BYCO) diesel hydro de-sulphurising (DHDS) investments with hefty price tags (US$234-500mn, avg.
of US$359mn) which seem difficult for the sector to undertake on internal cash flows alone. Despite continuing with the refrain of weak margins and global demand linked pricing hurting
spreads for core segments (HSD and MS) at home, another common theme amongst the
briefings revolved around ongoing negotiations with the GoP (led by SAPM Nadeem Babar),
which remained inconclusive. Managements were optimistic of some middle ground being
reached between the reportedly drastic cut to deemed duty (currently at 7.5% for HSD) and indexation to OMC margins reportedly proposed under the policy, where a wider framework for
prompt execution of expansions/upgradations is enacted. Post upgradations, refineries are expecting buoyant cracks from enhanced MS and HSD yields, while higher octane content also
extends to higher margins.
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action based upon it. This report is not intended to provide personal investment advice nor does it provide individually tailored investment advice. This report does
not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation/financial circumstances and the particular needs of any specific person. Investors should
seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in financial instruments and implementing investment strategies discussed or recommended in this
report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. AKDS recommends that investors independently evaluate particular
investments and strategies and it encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor.
The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor's individual circumstances and objectives. The securities or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them.
Reports prepared by AKDS research personnel are based on public information. AKDS makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make
no representation that it is accurate or complete. Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by and may not reflect information known to
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maintaining complete independence of this research report.
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Discounted Cash Flow (DCF, DDM)
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